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* Source: MAFM, Performance is calculated since inception date 23/07/2019.

* Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

* Benchmark is VN-Index.

Top 10 holdings Sector % NAV

Vinamilk Consumer Staples 7.9%

Bank for Foreign 
Trade of Vietnam

Financials 6.3%

Mobile World 
Investment Corp

Consumer Discretionary 5.8%

Vinhomes Real Estate 5.2%

MaSan Group Consumer Staples 4.3%

Hoa Phat Group Materials 4.3%

Asia Commercial Bank Financials 4.2%

FPT Corporation Information Technology 4.2%

Military Bank Financials 3.3%

Viettel Post Industrials 3.3%

Asset allocation by sector (%NAV)

Net Asset Value (NAV)

Valuation date 31/07/2020

NAV (in VND) 424 billion

NAV/Unit (in VND) 8,230.26    

Investment objectives & strategies

⚫ Aim to achieve long-term capital appreciation through capital gains and income

of investments.

⚫ Apply active investment strategy by building portfolio focusing on listed stocks,

registered for trading stocks which have large market capitalization, high liquidity

and IPO stocks in Vietnam.
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MAGEF -2.3% 1.8% -11.1% -14.5% -17.7% -17.7%

VN-
Index

-3.2% 3.8% -14.8% -16.9% -19.5% -19.3%
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Fund information

Portfolio Manager Soh Jin Wook

Type /Asset Class
Open-ended fund 
/ Equity

Custody & Supervisory 
Bank

Standard 
Chartered Bank 
(Vietnam)

Trading Frequency /
Dealing Date

Weekly / 
Wednesday 
(Day T)

Cut-off time
11AM Tuesday 
(Day T-1) 

Minimum amount 
(in VND)

1,000,000

1

* As of 31/07/2020, by GICS 

Fund portfolio

VND 8,230.26  
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Fund manager’s comments for July 2020
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This material is issued by Mirae Asset (Vietnam) Fund Management Co., Ltd and does not constitute a recommendation, offer or solicitation. Although
this material is based upon information that MAFMC considers reliable and endeavors to keep current, MAFMC does not assure that this material is
accurate, current or complete, and it should not be relied upon as such. Therefore, in no event may this material be used as evidence of legal liability for
the client's investment results.

⚫ Market Performance

In July, the pandemic infection continued ravaging or escalating in some countries. Meanwhile, early-stages human testing of

vaccine showed some promising results as well as commitment to spend significant amount to combat the disease by major

countries has brought the hope for immunization in early 2021. Within the month, we also witnessed an emerged tension in US-

China relationship on both trade and politic issues. In order to support the economy which was suffering from both disease and

crashing with world No. 2, Fed decided to maintain policy rate at 0 – 0.25% until officials can be confident about sustainable

recovery.

The Vietnamese market had performed fairly well in the first three weeks of July, supported by commercial banks simultaneously

lowered their deposit interest rates. Moreover, SBV also approved for credit room expansion for a number of joint stock commercial

banks. This was an attempt to pull back on slow credit growth over the first half of the year. However, the resurgence of community

infection in Da Nang, with unidentified origin characteristic, rapid spread and virus metamorphosis, has struck the market down in

the last week of the month. Vietnam stock market closed 3.2% mom lower to 798.3 points.

⚫ Fund Performance

This is the second time we faced with challenge of Covid 19 domestic outbreak. With our prudent view, we reduced our equity

portion to raise cash. We kept decreasing banking, retail and tire production sectors, concerning that the recent situation will

continue affecting worse to them. On the other hand, we added up stocks in pharmaceutical, material and construction material

believing in their abilities to overcome difficulties caused by Covid 19 and the slump of economy situation. Thanks to underweight in

banking, oil and gas, financial and real estate sector this month, we slightly overperformed benchmark by 0.94%.

⚫ Investment plan

The second community infection in Da Nang may have long lasting negative impact on Vietnam’s economy if it couldn’t be solved

properly. However, we have confidence in Vietnamese Government ‘s abilities to handle this insurgence as they have done during

various outbreaks in the past such as SARS or first wave of Covid 19.

Moreover, learning from the past, the Government has adopted more balance approach than an extreme one when they sacrificed

economy to contain the disease before. Through media highest ranking officers suggest “dual targets” not to let the epidemic spread

widely while prevent the country from a comprehensively social distancing as previous time. They have been actively communicate

in daily basis with industrial departments and local provinces, pushing up government spending projects, boosting up domestic and

oversea market developments, and requiring FDI attractive policy. For these reasons, we expect to see an increase in public

investment disbursement value in near future as well as improving growth rate of retail thanks to the encouragement program for

domestic consumption. Moreover, we believe the Government will maintain expansionary monetary policy to improve credit activity

and support enterprises.

Under this circumstance, we will continue observing the whole situation, following up closely with enterprises, and switching our

portfolio to such listed companies which could be benefited or less be harmful from the situation to maintain an effective, safety

portfolio for our customers.
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